Preface

Critic Lindsey Tucker has rightly remarked that 'Iris Murdoch is something of a phenomenon'. She has a great dignity as a novelist and writer. Indeed there is in her loftiness, a spontaneous literary imagination and a stance of intellectual superiority. Her novels have fullness and fertility; they are romances in the most positive sense and show Murdoch at the very height of her of narrative power. Iris Murdoch has an exceptionally creative intelligence, and extraordinarily inventive and intellectually fertile novelist, who made novelistic history and cleared imaginative space for her.

The purpose of my thesis is to trace out and represent leading themes and techniques in the novels of Iris Murdoch. Her novels convey the concept of love containing suspense, surprise and of course contingency. Her moral philosophy exhibits that each of us pursues the good according to our understanding; evil in her thinking, is little more than the natural consequence of misinformation about or a misconception of the good. Murdoch employs various techniques in her novels such as the representation of first person male narrator, gothic element myths, symbols and real and independent people that exhibit her a brilliant descriptive artist.
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